Pattern of Noncompliance - Legal Actions

Where Are You?

1st Violation
Correct your violation at the time of inspection or by re-inspection! Think about WHY it happened and put a plan into place.
If this same violation doesn't occur on the next inspection, the chain is broken!

No Legal Action

2nd Consecutive Violation
Correct your violation at the time of inspection or by re-inspection! Some questions to ask yourself:

Do I have a POLICY to address this issue?
When is the last time I did TRAINING for my staff on this issue?
Do I VERIFY that this issue isn't occurring on a regular basis?

No Legal Action

3rd Consecutive Violation
Legal Action Starts
Correct your violation at the time of inspection or by re-inspection!
Inspection history will require that legal action be initiated.

You have an option to attend an AMC class asap that can give you an extension on long term corrections for your violation. If you choose this option, your inspector will register you into the required class today.

If the same violation is noted on the next inspection after the AMC class, legal action may result.

Call (602) 506-5211 if you want additional training at an AMC Class. Or call your inspector at __________ to schedule an intervention plan meeting within 2 weeks of this inspection.

Break the chain of consecutive violations to avoid legal action and to also ensure better food safety for your customers!

Working with our community to ensure a safe and healthy environment.